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Our Head Distiller Alan, at the City of Aberdeen Distillery, has developed a number of new and 

exciting recipes that will be steadily revealed over the next few months.  There will be both 

traditional gins and fruit based gins in the line-up – all of which are fully flavoured and true 

Aberdeen Gins – distilled, bottled and labelled right here in the city. 

The latest gin to be added to the Distiller’s Collection range is Tuck Shop Gin - a journey back in time, 

back to the days of the local tuck shop.   

Gin samples are available at the distillery shop prior to release – there’s always something new to 

discover at the City of Aberdeen Distillery and it’s great to discover what the people of Aberdeen 

think.  This gin triggered strong impressions of various popular sweets and a few retro classics - thus 

the name Tuck Shop Gin. 

As with all our traditional gins – it’s an Aberdeen distilled, London Dry Gin, made using traditional 

distilling methods.  No sugar has been added. 

The flavour comes from flower petals (rather than sweets) and along with the organic alcohol, that 

imparts a smooth sweet base, this gin is a treat of nostalgia and contains no sugar... - it’s a full-

flavoured London Dry Gin. The London Dry Gin style is known to be the highest mark of quality in gin 

as everything that goes into the gin is distilled and nothing added afterwards. 

We have recently re-designed our Distiller’s Collection labels – they and the new Tuck Shop Gin has 

been very well received on social media and by visitors to the distillery. 

One avid gin drinker said, “It’s something I’ve never tasted before; and I taste a lot of gin – it’s a nice 

surprise to discover a new flavour”. 

 

Tuck Shop Gin is available to purchase here 

https://cityofaberdeendistillery.co.uk/products/aberdeen-gin-tuck-shop-gin 

 

 

City of Aberdeen Distillery 

The City of Aberdeen Distillery is the first distillery in Aberdeen for 80 

years and is home to the distillery, the shop and the Aberdeen Gin School. 

The Distiller’s Collection is a range of full-flavoured, limited edition, 

Scottish Gins.  They are true Aberdeen Gins as they are designed, distilled, 

bottled and labelled right here in the heart of the city. 

To this day, no one else is distilling gin in Aberdeen. 
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